Ensure every patron search starts with your library.

Built on BLUEcloud architecture and native to iOS and Android, BLUEcloud Mobile2 provides patrons with effortless access to your library’s materials, anytime, anywhere. With rich new features and functionality, an intuitive interface, and ample opportunities for customization, this next-generation mobile application is designed to empower patrons and staff—and help carry your library into the future.
For your patrons:

**Streamline the patron login experience with biometric authentication.** *(Estimated Q1 2024)*

After a patron’s first sign-on, they can use fingerprint or facial recognition each time they revisit the app—no barcode numbers or passwords required.

**Expedite the checkout process with scannable digital library cards.** *(Estimated Q1 2024)*

Save patron and staff time with library cards that can be added to a patron’s digital wallet and scanned the second they reach the circulation desk.

**Give patrons the power to check materials in or out on their mobile devices.** *(Estimated Q2 2024)*

Fueled by the latest contactless communication technology, the new self-checkout feature allows patrons to seamlessly check materials in or out by scanning a library barcode.

**Equip patrons with the tools they need to efficiently place and manage holds.** *(Estimated Q2 2024)*

With BLUEcloud Mobile2’s convenient patron account interface, users can not only place new holds but track, suspend, cancel, or adjust the pickup location of existing ones.

**Keep your community connected via My Account push notifications.** *(Estimated Q2 2024)*

Deliver key account updates—including messages about available holds, overdue items, and fines and fees—directly to patrons who have opted to receive them.
For your team:

Elevate the patron and staff search experience with a rich integration between BLUEcloud Mobile2 and your library’s catalog. *(Estimated Q1 2024)*

Facilitate easy discovery of your library’s materials with the ability to customize search limits, edit and configure search fields and facets, and enable ISBN barcode searches.

Simplify app management for account admins at single sites and large consortia. *(Estimated Q1 2024)*

Leverage BLUEcloud Central to quickly edit your library’s policies and branding and confirm that selected colors meet accessibility standards. Then, apply those updates to all relevant profiles—or modify staff permissions to authorize colleagues to make changes of their own.
Features:

- Biometric authentication via fingerprint or facial recognition, depending on a user's device
- Push notifications for available holds, overdue items, outstanding fines and fees, and more
- Patron account that allows users to manage holds, view and renew checked out materials, and pay fines and fees
- Scannable library cards that contain a patron's unique account barcode and can be stored in a device's digital wallet
- Intuitive administrative interface where you can configure templates and permissions, edit library policies, and apply profile updates
- Patron self-check powered by contactless communication technology
- Robust discovery experience that supports keyword searches, filtering and limiting results, and scanning item ISBNs by phone
- Options to customize your app and maintain your library's brand, from updating your logo to selecting a color scheme

For more information contact us at 800.288.8020 or visit sirsidynix.com